Estrella Mountain Community College

Core Values

Collaboration and Teamwork
Work together toward common goals
Promote an ongoing exchange of ideas

Diversity
Recognize that perspectives are shaped by backgrounds and experiences
Promote positive attitudes toward each other

Integrity
Commit to the highest principles of academic and professional standards

Creative and Continuous Learning
Commit to the success of students and employees
Encourage innovation
Promote a caring and supportive environment

Respect and Fairness
Treat each other with respect
Act fairly and honestly with all

Quality Service Initiative
"Your Success is Our Success"

8:00 - 8:40
Continental Breakfast
8:40 - 8:45
Overview and Welcome
(North Courtyard)

9:00 - 10:20
Christopher P. Johnson, Ph.D.
Keynote Speaker
Who Moved My Cheese
A Journey Towards Wisdom
(Center for Teaching & Learning)

10:30 - 12:00 Workshops
*Creating Potential Through Passionate Teaching and Leading (CTL North)
*QSI Blackboard (EST 109)
*Discovering Your Cheese (CTL South)

12:00 - 12:45
Lunch Provided
(North Courtyard)

12:30 - 1:00 Workshops
*Creative Pathways
(CTL Breakout North)
*Ergonomics & Your Workspace
(CTL Breakout South)

1:00 - 2:30 Workshops
*Creating and Using Digital Video on Your PC
(MON 274)
*QSI Blackboard (MON 275)
*Moving With the Cheese (CTL North)
*Uncovering Key Principles (CTL South)

Workshops

Who Moved My Cheese
presented by Christopher Johnson, Ph.D.
Explore several stories about change and dealing with today's perplexing and exciting environment.

Creating Potential Through Passionate Teaching and Leading
presented by Emily Weinacker
Learn to optimize and expand your personal influence as teachers and leaders.

QSI Blackboard presented by Polly Miller
Create your Blackboard account, take an electronic survey and learn about all the different training and resource info housed within the QSI Blackboard site.

Discovering Your Cheese
presented by Jennifer Kester
Create your own personal mission statement and clarify what provides passion and meaning in your life.

Creative Pathways presented by Julie Beaty
Overview of the Creative Pathways Program to improve your life and increase your skills.

Ergonomics & Your Workspace
presented by Lyle Bartelt
Find out if your workspace is conducive to working without discomfort and what you can do to improve it.

Moving with the Cheese
presented by Emily Weinacker
Explore your strengths related to dealing with change.

Creating and Using Digital Video on Your PC
presented by Randy Anderson
A hands on workshop devoted to creating and developing digital movies.

Uncovering Key Principles
presented by Marie Parker
Identify your opinions and feelings about workforce diversity.
**MISSION**

"to promote the growth and development of a culture and environment committed to a system of quality service"

**Workshop Registration**

For electronic registration for workshops and lunch, go to this address:

http://www.emc.maricopa.edu/ctl/qsi5.html

For phone registration, contact one of the people listed below:

- Terry Meyer
  935-8072

- Polly Miller
  935-8154

- Francie Parmenter
  935-8814
Creative & Continuous Learning Day
April 13, 2001

In support of EMCC's Core Value
Diversity
the
Quality Service Initiative Committee
presents
Creative & Continuous Learning Day
April 13, 2001

to bring your own background, perspectives, and learning experience to help create a diversified learning experience while opening yourself to other Estrella family members perspectives and experiences.